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Introduction

Stakeholders were invited to a drop-in session at Highbury from
4-7pm on 22 February, to review the initial proposals being put
forward by the consultants’ team working on a Round 1 bid to the
Heritage Lottery Fund (scheduled to be submitted in June 2017).
Plans and posters were displayed about the:
•
architectural layout options for the house
•
landscaping of the grounds
•
activity plan
•
interpretation plan
•
business plan.
The 43 participants were invited to register their feedback on postit notes and this is the record of those comments. This report will
be reviewed by the trustees and consultants and be used to refine
the draft proposals. Final proposals will be made available to
stakeholders and the public in May to test the level of approval.
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House

Record of comments

2.1 House options
2.1.1
Option 7 (far left of four boards)
• The location of the café requires good views/access to garden
and this will enhance usage.
• No [delay] extension at first. Café on south side and possibly
move kitchen.
• Ensure you keep it as a wedding venue.
• Option 7 seem to offer the most versatile use of space and
provides all services required – weddings/café/learning space
in a discreet way.
• Would education space require windows to be successful? So a
corridor to link rooms on north side.
• Pop up tearoom in Dining Room is feasible, with alternative
facility in/near park for dogs and boots.
2.1.2
Option 11
• I believe the café is an important part of the business plan – so
make a good quality café a priority. So please do not bury in the
centre of the house but have good access to views across the
garden.
• Café must have a mother and baby and wheelchair access.
• Café will be great. Make sure families, disabled and dogs are
welcome. Ensure high quality and flexible so groups can meet
in the day (and evening?).
• If the big front room is used for the café and is waiter/ress
served, could there be a ‘rougher’, accessible to walkers,
children etc. elsewhere?
• Will café increase need for even more car parking?
• Inform community more in area.
2.1.3
Option 9
• Kitchen placement not ideal for catering – quality of offering
disadvantaged.
• Why just a café? With good view of the garden at front has

potential for a higher end restaurant – maybe serving Sunday
lunches to start.
• I don’t like this option as much as Option 8.
• Thought ground floor plan third from left (No 9) most flexible.
Placed ‘education’ room in the centre, left kitchen in place and
filled in the gap to the right with cafe space.
2.1.4
Option 8
• Best use of placement for kitchen/wedding functionality which
could generate more income. Large enough tearoom to provide
much needed revenue. Good break out for learning.
• Afternoon tea overlooking lawn could be great – is café a bit
tucked away?
• Tea room should be overlooking lawn if possible.
• Good for café and volunteers as can be used every day of the
week. But, need to ensure that it is welcoming and comfortable.
• The idea of a light admitting covered area for the café, for
visitors and park users, is sensible. Not sure where the
deliveries to the kitchens go? It would be a pity if the big front
room is only used for Saturday weddings.
• The learning space in this option 8 is best, some space [away]
from public space for quiet.
2.1.5
General architectural comments
• The proposal for a café /conservatory on the side of the house,
although high cost, would seem to be the ideal option and
could be considered in a further stage of funding.
• Please have café overlooking the park/on south side of house (x
2 people).
• Sad to hear that the £1.5m needed for a café, which is
important to bring people up to the house, was too expensive.
Happy to hear that a more affordable option is being explored.

• Must have toilets usable by dog walkers.
• Space for volunteers is great, so too continuing with weddings,
caretaker presence, reducing risk to security.
• Very murky building. What’s happening about the lighting?
• Agreed re murky building. Need candle lighting.
• What about the floor covering? Carpet is horrible.
• There ought to be a tearoom, toilet and some utility space in or
near the park.
• It’s hard to assess the proposals for learning, offices and guest
rooms. Need more details.
• The building plan is not quite clear.
• Quite difficult to appreciate the house options when not familiar
with the whole of the property [mentioned by several people].
• Need a replacement for the kitchen but not in location of
Option 11. If go into courtyard, keep kitchen where it is and
just break a door into the kitchen from the courtyard.
• I’m curious about access for deliveries if the kitchen is not on
the ‘edge’; and of movement of food and drink to the café. The
café surely needs to be near the kitchen.
Additional notes from Clare Phillips:
• Location of interpretation space: There was a split between
those who felt the kitchen should be next to the hall for ease of
service and those who felt that the interpretation space should
be adjacent to the hall. The majority felt that the interpretation
space should be next to the hall, but with the café option in the
courtyard several people expressed concern as to the amount
of light in this space.

• Café: Everyone understood the conflict between weddings and
the tea room within the existing building, and that a separate
café space was desirable. Everyone’s immediate response was,
“why isn’t the café overlooking the gardens?” or “can the café
be where the old Palm House was?” This led to a discussion
about the cost of an extension, and the courtyard café was
considered acceptable but a real shame not to have views.
Concerns were expressed as to the level of light in the café
and the impact on daylight in the space currently used as the
commercial kitchen. Everyone agreed that a café is a huge
draw. Some felt it was better to save money and keep within
the building, a few liked the courtyard café, but most thought it
better to build the café to the east at a later date.
• Volunteer space: The gardening boot room and WC were
appreciated, but more facilities within the landscape were
requested. As was access to the kitchen occasionally for
preparation of food grown on site. Volunteer facilities at first
floor were well received via the new walkway and lift.
• Level Access: The new staircase and lift situated behind the
main staircase and how we would create the disabled access
‘link’ to the first floor areas received a lot of interest. It
was difficult for most people to visualise these spaces and
connections, but all agreed that level access to the upper floor
was needed.

2.2

Landscape

• Good to see the gardens will be developed slowly and be open
to the public – Excellent.
• Try to keep the character styles of the garden.
• Important to keep a wild natural feel to the park – that’s what
people love about the park. So, native trees and wildflower
meadows. Unmown grass, a natural-feeling picnic area (wooden
furniture).
• I like the fact that it feels wild and my dog is welcome. I prefer it
to Kings Heath Park because of the unmanaged feel.
• Kings Heath area has two parks with differing personalities and
it’s important this is retained. Kings Heath Park is very managed
and manicured and set up for activities and children. Highbury
Park is a wonderful ‘less managed’ park where people come not
for activities but to do nothing but enjoy nature and peace and
quiet. Please don’t change it!
• Would like nature and wildlife taken into consideration, as well
as parking, landscaping and children’s area. The trees and
current landscape are a reason people come to the park.
• Keep beekeepers and give them the opportunity to inform public
about bees.
• Don’t destroy animal habitats.
• Existing stakeholder use of the estate is not identified [on the
landscape master plan] – it should be and needs to be protected.
• Careful negotiations are required regarding what gets restored/
opened up and what remains wild/private.
• Worry that losing too much vegetation/wildlife.
• Concept of zones working out from a people-based hub to a
wildlife haven.
• Garage may be too far away as a tool store for most needs and
not central enough for grounds staff to use.
• Thin rather than remove remnant of the redwood avenue.
• If the avenue of Sequioadendron (redwoods) is to be removed,
this should be phased.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eucalyptus trees? (No!). Remove (x 2 people) and purple shrubs.
Reduce pinetum.
Reinstate meadow.
Tree and hedgerow planting needs to be beneficial to
pollinators – more flowering types please.
In the green spaces maximise wildflowers for environmental
benefit and reduction in maintenance costs.
Drainage on the fish pond path needs sorting (x 4 people).
Add a path from the fish pond to car park so you can walk a
circuit when it is muddy in winter. Needs to be accessible to
buggies and wheelchairs. Keep path away from road as it is
nicer to walk ‘through’ the park rather than ‘round it’.
Could be a magical pathway leading from park to the hall lawn,
quite enclosed by trees.
At 4 Seasons the fruit tunnel and the old fruit trees need to be
cherished.
Could there be an old style kitchen garden in the grounds (x 3
people) for educational purposes?
There are lots of birds. Get bird boxes through volunteers. Note
a robin is nesting in the lawn facing wall.
Play area (x 2 people)?
Zip wire? (x 2 people).
Board walks for boggy areas.
Children’s garden.
Please provide adequate parking.
Yes but where can adequate parking go. Don’t want too much

•
•
•
•
•

taken by parking.
Do not open the lodge access to vehicle access as the junction
is dangerous.
Restoration of the drive as part of the original design and
landscape is good to see.
Cycle path route to link into other routes (x 2 people) although
would need good lighting.
Maintain gardens.
To give a detailed response we would like to see the
management statement (x 2 people).

2.3

Activity Plan

• I like the schematic concept, lots of scope there. Dynamic
approach to both interpretation and activities is very welcome.
I appreciate the partnership approach for the flexibility and
leverage it holds. Within those I’d want to see a clear focus on
health, social history through to today, and in a very hands onway.
• Activity Plan looks good, looks viable.
• Love this massive selling point.
• More open days raise awareness. Soho House had open days
throughout its restoration.
• Excellent ideas – good luck.
• Re community involvement – it’s important to keep involving
stakeholder community groups and to name them on plans/
maps of the estate.
• Would it be possible for 4 Seasons to be included in plans –
need help to maintain fruit trees and arbour?
• Could [4 Seasons] site be developed as a kitchen garden and be
part of a guided path.
• Could 4 Seasons sell produce?
• Volunteer coordinator is key.
• Need facilities for volunteers.
• Tie in [new] volunteers with existing volunteer groups e.g.
Highbury Orchard volunteers.
• Consider having family volunteers at the house e.g. at a
discovery table.
• Community engagement person is key.
• Community needs to be engaged early, give them a voice, help
them own the vision and belong.
• Community hub needs to be reflected in the house plans.
• Access points to house on ground/first floor want passage
through central hall.
• Create a community kitchen for processing Orchard food;
learning bread making, preserves, ACV, 19/20th Century dishes.

• Heritage and Arts offer [could include] wood carving, apple tree
care and art, hidden history – fringe, rough sleepers, Choir With
No Name.
• Use piggery as a shelter.
• Outdoor education/learning area could be a yurt, eco-friendly
clubhouse type café.
• Engage home schoolers alongside Early Years (families learning
together).
• Autism summer school.
Additional notes from Kate Measures:
• Craft in interiors could link with the current craft revival e.g.
Sewing Bee, Pottery throw-down etc.
• Adult craft e.g. woodworking would be great inspired by
interiors – there are local craftspeople who could run this.
• Include a family day perhaps with a mystery tour of Highbury/
Chamberlain connections?
• Include artists in residence during development phase? To feed
into interpretation and activity planning. Several pitches from
potential artists were received.
• BMAG used to do school visits here; it would be good to find
out what worked well for them.
• Potential for joint art and science project with the Research and
Cultural Collection at Birmingham University and Winterbourne
Botanic Garden and House – focus could be Chamberlain and
his greenhouses/orchid cultivation (pop-up seed propagation
lab for orchids?) or the screw displays that link Chamberlain and
Nettlefold, drawing from archival sources on industrial history.

2.4

Interpretation

• In order to attract families to Highbury need to create attraction
for kids and interpretation.
• Lots of positive ideas for interpreting Highbury and
Chamberlain’s to the public and students; which to me are
the core offering around which other community uses should
revolve.
• For me the priority is to retain historical interpretation of
building and of the Chamberlain family.
• Temporary exhibition space will encourage new and repeat
footfall and new ongoing events.
• Need to understand the 19th Century change in Birmingham
from pre-industrial to industrial and J Chamberlain’s role [in
that].
• Eva Corlett was the daughter of the family that ran the
retirement home and can be contacted via Peter Bailey.

Additional notes from Kate Measures:
• Consider including the contemporary history of the park –
marginalised people who have been keeping it going for the last
30 years e.g. drug users and rough sleepers. Possibly end an
event with a performance by the Choir With No Name.
• Include artists in residence during development phase? To feed
into interpretation and activity planning.
• There are already a small collection of artists sketches of the
interior commissioned by Acivico, contact Andrew.
• There are existing trails in the grounds and the interpretation
can make the most of these. The Friends are willing to help
develop these and the illustrator for the existing leaflets is
happy to be involved. Any markers in the landscape for these
trails (which would be good to increase the profile of the
heritage in the grounds) need to be very vandal proof e.g. set
into the ground.
• Support for ‘museum’ style displays but appreciation that these
need to be flexible.
• Interpretation MUST be accessible – voiced by several people.

2.5

Business Plan

• Important that the historical significance of Joseph
Chamberlain’s family is centre stage. Fearful that priority to
community groups may monopolise attention. For example
there are plans at Soho House to remove exhibition of Soho
wares in favour of local needlework.
• Admission is high when compared to Winterbourne who have an
established Garden and is well marketed.
• Try to make events/weddings more profitable.
• The wedding business is a very delicate balance that could
easily collapse. Main room could work as the ceremony room –
putting up prices and turning people away may turn out to very
challenging!
• High-end weddings not compatible with multi-use.
• Budget weddings (outdoors even) could be compatible.
• Café with view more of a money spinner? Could be higher end in
the evenings?
• The cafe space really needs to be maximised to produce income
rather than become a major loss centre. If the plan is to have
residential courses and overnights, needs to provide breakfast,
limited lunch, conference break out coffees/teas, maybe
screened off from space for casual users. Suggest building some
catering element into room hires/educationals and going all out
to get a reputation for providing a quality traditional Sunday
lunch at a good value price. Providing a tea room is a great
facility, but must have turnover. Being used by park visitors and
other casuals should be regarded as marginal top-up business;
core business must come from elsewhere. As I indicated when
proposing a separate b&b hotel operation, the site might
support a quality restaurant franchised out.
• I wonder if business development could be focused on a couple
of core items for 3-5 years, then ramp up by an equal amount
for a further period. It seems important site work may have to
wait e.g. outdoor facilities for learning and volunteering.

• Looks good though it also looks a bit more ambitious than is
feasible.
• Can you offer a higher end restaurant for a nice Sunday lunch?
• Health fairs and spa days attract the elderly.
Additional note from Lucy McCall:
• On the positive side, a local Registrar commented that the
ceremonies could take place in the hall – as many venues
only provide one big space for both the ceremony and the
meal. However, the popularity of Highbury is strongly linked
to it being relatively cheap, so if prices go up, it would lose
some of its appeal and the business might suffer significantly.
Registrars get asked about good value venues and Highbury is
recommended on that basis.
Other comments:
• Good luck with the project.
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Participants
Carey Baff
Peter Bailey
Sarah Benn
Andrew Brownlie
Cat Clarke
Kathy Carter
Maddy Carter
Anders Ditlev Clausager
Steve Coomber
Barbara Copperthwaite
Jason Gelder
Anne Gilbert
Brian Goodrin
Jayne Gowing
Len Hardy
Michael Hem
Steve Henderson
Mike Hinton
Graeme Hodge
Sharif Khan
Carola Klein
Marigold Lankester
James Lloyd
Said Manew
Susan Manew
Gill McGillivray
Philip Osman
David Papadopoulos
Diana Perowne
Bill Perrie
Maureen Perrie
Ellen Pisolkar
Michael Richards
David Sandison
Dick Sherwin
Barbara Shockley
Mary Stopes-Roe
John Taylor
Lesley Tosh
Matt Westbrook
Nigel van Wijk
Muir Wilson
Liz Wright

Friends of Holders Lane & Pebble Mill Fields
Local resident
Local resident/Artist
4 Seasons Garden Project
Local resident & park user (age 10)
Local resident/Registrar/Artist
Local resident
Chamberlain Memorabilia
Highbury Park Friends
Civic Catering
Highbury Park Friends
Local resident
BCC Parks and Nature Conservation
Local resident
Birmingham Beekeepers
Blue Badge Guide
Chamberlain family
Local resident
Local resident
Reddings &Amesbury Roads Residents Association
Local resident
Highbury Orchard Community CIC
Blue Badge Guide
Highbury Park Friends
Highbury Park Friends
Highbury Park Friends
Local resident
Moseley Regeneration Group
Victorian Society
Local resident – Moor Green Lane
Local resident – Boundary Drive
Artist
Local resident – Boundary Drive
Civic Catering
Highbury Orchard Community CIC

CHT
Alison Millward
Paul Richards
Mike Williams
Rachel Wassall
Consultants
Andrew Cottage
Lucy McCall
Kate Measures
Clare Phillips

Landscape – Liz Lake Associates
Business planning – David Clarke Associates
Activity Plan- Heritage Insider
Architect - Purcell

